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Please tell me about the violet crystal of sound. How can I communicate with it and the 12
crystal skulls and the sacred 13 patterns of 13-20-33 consciousness. To big of a question?
“Shall we simplify it for you?”
Please!
“Again, what is happening when those who have these words of language to present to you?
They are merging with different forms of consciousness in the dimensions, are they not? Then they are
placing it through their own brain tracking and bring it to words that are quite mystical, quite fun and
yet, Beautiful One, still not the defining etherical reality. So what do you do when your thinking about
the iron core crystal? You are told it is a great big center point of Source in which its Light is contained.
Contained within that Light Beautiful One are all frequencies, all mysteries and all knowledge.
Everything that has been, everything that is and everything that will ever be are all contained in your
own great earth consciousness.”
Process For Connecting With The Violet Crystal of Sound, Crystal Skulls
and 13 Sacred Patterns of Consciousness
“Shall you desire to meet with this frequency called a violet crystal, take a deep breath and
enter into your meditation. Journey into your decent into the beautiful iron core crystal of your earth
and seek to blend with this violet crystal. When you are doing that you begin a merge of
consciousness with this great Divine and whether it now becomes your union to crystals and crystal
skulls, your union with the circle of this consciousness with 13 vibrations or more you will simply
know for you will begin to receive inspiration and insight. Remember, that which is evolving here in
the inner consciousness of humanity is the evolution of union, the complete blending with Source!”
Oh how wonderful. That’s what I want!
“Indeed!”

The Sacred 13 Patterns of Consciousness
What are the Sacred 13 patterns of consciousness?
“The Sacred 13 patterns are the dimensional consciousness that you can blend with now at the
human level. But you must blend with it by altering your consciousness from the human level. Well,
what does that mean? Well here on a daily basis you must function in the 3 rd dimension, must you not?
You must be able to eat your food, drive your car and interact with each other, that is necessary in the
3rd dimension. The 13 beautiful patterns of consciousness help you recognize the sacredness in all
levels. The sacred energy of what you will call the vibration Source materialized. The sacred energy
for which you call the vibrational Source creative is creative through yourself. The sacred Source is
vibrating into the energy of animal, plant, mineral and human beings all that you see, feel, know and
experience on the earth. The sacred increasing energy that vibration of that for which you will call the
Fourth Quality that brings forth another layer of yourselves that is called love that you have not felt
before. With that love is a great design of what you term the archetypical energies of the New
World! You may see them, you may feel them, you may recognize them and as you do you are
helping them form.”
I want all that Malachi! Why do I want it so badly?
“The soul of yourself carries a rejoicing message within itself. It has the knowing that it was to
be birthed on this earth during the time of the great change. It encourages, infuses and sparks within
you a desire to know more, feel more, recognize more and be more. You understand?”
Yes, it is unending!
“It is unending. Indeed! Strange urges that you have will continue to do so. Call you into
reading, call you into meditations, it will call you into interactions, it will call you into knowing.”
It’s what’s right with me, not what’s wrong with me!
“Indeed!”
Are the 13 sacred patterns connected with the 13 rays?
“Indeed!”
So I could use that to form a visual access?
“Indeed!”
Thank you Malachi.

